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With Alan behind the controls and Cassie beside him, the Firefly made its way down the mountain
toward the lodge. Brains had taking the Laser Truck ahead of the rest of the vehicles to get the
survey of the area with the imager done.

"Firefly from Laser Truck," came Brain's voice over the radio.

"Firefly here. Go ahead," Cassie replied.

"I'm transmitting information from the scans. It appears as if there will be room to get the Firefly to
the lodge without needing to move any cars out of the way."

"FAB," Cassie responding. It wasn't long before the information gathered by the imager appeared
on the screen in the Firefly. "Transmission received. I see the area you're talking about. We're
continuing our approach to the lodge. Firefly out."

Using the information provided from the scans, Cassie gave directions to Alan. Eventually, Alan
reached the back of the buried lodge. Brains had followed the Firefly and was sending the group
updated scans now that they were closer to the lodge. Alan began to clear away enough snow for
the Excavator to start their part of the excavation process.

"Excavator from Firefly," Alan said, opening a link.

"I copy you. Go ahead," came Gordon's response over the radio.

"We've done what we can here. It's your turn," Alan replied.

"Copy that. We're ready. Excavator out."

"Mobile Control from Indy."

"Go ahead, Indy," came Scott's prompt response.

"We're done in the back and the Excavator is ready to take over. I'm now heading the Firefly
around front. "

"Copy that. Jade still with you?"
						
"Still here, Maverick," Cassie replied. At her feet sat the medical bag she and Dianne had put
together back on the island. It contained most of the same things that the bags the FDNY
paramedics used plus some things they hadn't had access to. "I'll keep relaying directions to Indy
until we're almost inside the lodge and then join whichever group has gain entry."

"Understood. Mobile Control out."
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